
Terms and conditions for delegates of the 85 th EUROCONSTRUCT Conference 
The following terms and conditions set out the legal rules applicable to the 85th EUROCONSTRUCT Conference (hereinafter referred to as 

Conference) hosted by Forecon Ltd in Helsinki on 7-8 June 2018. 

Delegates shall be bound by these terms and conditions upon registering for the Conference and are advised to read and understand these 

terms carefully before registering. Forecon Ltd (hereinafter referred to as Organizer) will not accept any conditions contradictory to or deviant 

from these general terms and conditions. 

By registering for the Conference, you agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement and you become an authorized Delegate (hereinafter 

referred to as Delegate) of the Conference. 

Registration: Registration for the Conference may be done through the offline electronic form or through the online registration system. 

Delegates will receive an confirmation letter of the registration from the Organizer. If you do not obtain anything, please send an email to 

info@forecon.fi in order to make sure that your registration has been received. Registration will only be effective upon the receipt of the 

signed registration form. Please notify any corrections to your registration immediately. 

Conference fee: Conference fees are set in two Packages and include the relative Conference Product, the gala dinner, admission to all 

conference sessions, coffee breaks and lunch. An additional delegate from the same company is EUR 400. Conference fees are made in Euro 

without VAT. VAT rules are as follows: for companies with EU VAT number registered in the VIES database the reverse charge method is 

applicable, for Finnish companies 24% VAT is applicable, for companies outside the EU no VAT is applicable. 

Payment conditions: After the registration of the Delegate, Forecon Ltd (Hermiankatu 6-8 G, 33720 Tampere) is entitled to issue an invoice 

in the amount of the Conference fees as per the above stated VAT rules. All payment obligations must be fulfilled by 1st June 2018. 

Cancellation: Please be advised that the Conference fees (including the price of the Conference Product(s)) are significantly beneficial to 

similar comparable product fees. Based on that discount, Conference fees are non-refundable. An alternative delegate may attend with no 

additional charge and the Delegate is obliged to inform the Organizer about the change no later than 7 days before 7 June 2018. Delegates 

who do not cancel and do not attend will still be responsible for the full conference fee but will be sent the Conference Product electronically 

via e-mail within 5 business days after the conference. All cancellations and changes must be submitted in written form to: info@forecon.fi. 

Conference product: The Conference product (hereinafter referred to as the Conference Product) may be the EUROCONSTRUCT Country 

Report and/or the EUROCONSTRUCT Summary Report and the Construction market reports for the Baltic States and Russia. All the Reports 

shall be given to the Delegate in print and electronically on the day of the Conference. 

Intellectual property rights, copyright: The Conference Product is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties. 

EUROCONSTRUCT and Forecon own the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the Conference Product. (1) You as Delegate 

may use, access, display or print copies of any Conference Product only for internal use provided that you as Delegate comply with all terms 

and conditions of the present terms and conditions. (2) You as Delegate may not share, sell, rent, lease, lend, sublicense, and distribute 

otherwise transfer in whole or in part the Conference Product. (3) You as Delegate may not modify or create derivative works based upon the 

Conference Product. (4) You as Delegate may not disclose the results of any reports of the Conference Product to any third party. (5) You as 

Delegate may not provide, disclose, divulge or make available to, or permit use of the Conference Product in whole or in part by, any third 

party. (6) You as Delegate may not copy the Conference Product except for a reasonable number of copies of Conference Product for daily use, 

backup or archival purposes. (7) You as Delegate may not remove any titles, trademarks or trade names, copyright notices, legends, or other 

proprietary markings on the Conference Product. (8) You as Delegate are not granted any rights to any trademarks or service marks of 

EUROCONSTRUCT and Forecon. 

EUROCONSTRUCT and Forecon reserves all rights not expressly granted to the Delegate in this Agreement. 

1. The Conference Product is the exclusive property of EUROCONSTRUCT and Forecon. 

2. Copying and distributing of any such copyrighted Conference Product is strictly forbidden. 

3. The Delegate who has purchased the Conference Product may circulate it only within its own company and may use it exclusively for 

its internal purposes. 

4. In case the Delegate is an association, it is strictly forbidden for it to distribute the Conference Product to its members or companies 

that are members to it. In case of profit-oriented business associations as Delegates the allowed use for internal purpose may 

include the use of the Conference Product in joint projects with their mother company or subsidiary; respectively. 

5. Should you as Delegate use any part of the Conference Product for any reason whatsoever (including both the allowed internal use 

and other use with the prior written consent of EUROCONSTRUCT and Forecon), you are obliged to use a clear indication of the 

source: ‘EUROCONSTRUCT’ and ‘Forecon’. 

Violation of these copyright rules shall have immediate consequences. Those violating the above mentioned copyright rules shall pay a 

compensation fee, without notice, which is calculated in the following way: ten times of the conference fees as is. 

Liability: Organizer will not assume any responsibility whatsoever for any damage or injury to persons or property during the Conference. 

Organizer reserves the right to modify the content of the program, the speakers and the times of presentations. Organizer makes its best 

efforts to ensure that the data and information included in the Conference Product shall be correct, however, mistakes of the resource 

materials and the circumstances not considered during the drafting of the Conference Product may influence the accuracy of the information. 

Delegate shall take into account that the Conference Product provided by the Organizer is not comprehensive and regard only to the 

stipulated period in time. Delegate shall bear any and all responsibility for every market decision made upon the information provided by the 

Organizer. 


